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leading industrial publications.
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used to transmit wholesale sales data for computer processing.

Punched paper tapes produced to contain data received from Mar
terminals are first fed through a computer input tape reader locat
Processing Center. This unit makes several different error checks
conversion into cards for further processing.

gressive strides in the vast oil in¬
dustry. Founded in 1887 by a
group of Ohio men determined to
build a successful crude oil pro¬
ducing company in spite of chaos
in the marketplace, Marathon has
grown steadily to become a signifi¬
cant factor in the petroleum busi¬
ness. It is active in all phases of
the oil industry, including explo¬
ration, production, transportation,
refining, marketing and research.
Operations are spread around the
world, with employment near
7,800. Annual revenues are well
past the half-billion dollar mark.
COMPUTERS PERFORM
UNIQUE FUNCTIONS
Marathon has been computeroriented for several years in a
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The Data Processing Center at Marathon Oil Company features
terminals to produce customer invoices, accounts receivable reco
is under the supervision of Claude M. Janes, manager, Procedures

the way to customers within about
24 hours after shipments leave the
terminals.
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Van Burns, Marathon’s manager, Refining and Marketing Accounting Depart
Data Processing Center. The rapid transmission of data to the Center from
cessing, permits Marathon to mail invoices the day after sales are made.
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